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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. LET /: (Cc’, 0) + (C. 0) be a germ of an analytic function. Let C = C(J) be the 
singular locus off: 
DtIfinifion. /is called a k-isolated singularity if dim C = k. 
The case k = 0 is already known as an isolated singularity. 
1.2. In this paper we consider singularities with a l-dimensional critical locus and study the 
vanishing homology in a full neighborhood of the origin. In this case the vanishing 
homology is concentrated on the l-dimensional set E. We can write 
where each Xi is an irreducible curve. 
At the origin there is the Milnor fibre F of/and on each Xi - (0) there is a local system 
of transversal singularities: 
Take at any XEZ~ - (0) th e g erm of a generic transversal section. This gives an isolated 
singularity whose p-class is well-defined. We denote a typical Milnor fibre of this transversal 
singularity by Fi. On the level of homology we get in this way a local system with fibre 
A,_, (F,). 
More precisely we consider in the l-isolated case the following data: 
a. The Milnor fibre F. The vanishing homology is concentrated in dimensions n - I 
and n: 
H,(F) = Z’m, which is free. 
H,_ , (F), which can have torsion, 
On the fibre F there is acting the Milnor monodromy (or horizontal monodromy): 
T,:H,(F) + H,(F) 
Tm-,:H,-I(F) -K-,(F) 
b. The transversal Milnor tibres F,‘. The vanishing homology is concentrated in dimen- 
sion n - 1: 
d,- , (FI), which is free. 
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On this group there act two different monodromies: 
1. the vertical monodromy (or local system monodromy) 
Ai:&-, -d,_,(F;) 
which is the characteristic mapping of the local system over the punctured disc 
Ii - (0). 
2. the horizontal monodromy (or Milnor monodromy) 
T,:&_,(F;) -r?,_,(Ff) 
which is the Milnor fibration monodromy, when we restrict j to a transversal slice 
through x E Xi - (0) 
In fact Ai and Ti are defined over (Zi - (0)) x S’, which is homotopy equivalent o a torus. 
So they commute: 
AiTi = TiAi 
One of the topics of this paper is to show how the above data enter into a good description 
of the topology of a l-isolated singularity. 
1.3. In order to get some experience in understanding the definitions we first give some 
examples. 
Example. D,-singularity: f = xy’ + z2 
Z is given by y = t = 0 and is a smooth line. The transversal type is A,. 
It is known that F is homotopy equivalent to S2. (cf. [lSJ). 
One can show that: 
H,(F) = H T, = - 1; H,(F) = 0 
H,(F’)=Z T= I and A= -1 
NR: For the Milnor monodromy one must solve: xy2 + z2 = err. 
For the vertical monodromy one must solve: xri’y2 + z2 = 1. 
Example. T,,. 9s4)- singularity: I= xyt 
X = X, u X2 u ZE:, and consists of the three coordinate axis in C3. 
The transversal type is again A,. 
It is known that F is homotopy equivalent o the 2-torus S’ x S’ (cf. [19]) One can show 
that: 
H,(F) = E T, = 1 
H1(F)=Z$Z 81= 1 
Hi (F’) = z T=l andA=l 
For the Milnor monodromy one must solve: xyr = e”. One can choose a geometric 
monodromy which is the identity. For the vertical monodromy one must solve e.g.: 
xe”yz = 1. AIso here one can choose a geometric monodromy which is the identity. 
1.4. In this paper we introduce variation mappings for l-isolated singularities. 
It is not possible to construct a geometric monodromy which is the identity on the whole of 
the boundary dF of the Milnor fibre F. However it is possible to make it the identity only on 
a big part S, F of dF but not on its complement d,F, which is situated near the singular 
locus X. 
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Therefore we consider in Section 3 two variation mappings 
VAR’: H, (F. 2, F) + H, (F) 
VAR”:H,(F.SF) -+H,(F,S,F) 
and show that they are isomorphisms near the middle dimensions. 
Moreover there are dualities involved between 
H, (0 and H,(F, dF) 
H,(F, S,F) and H,(F, S2F) 
We study this in Section 4. 
There exist also a diagram, which we call the variation ladder (cf. Section 5), which relates 
the non-vanishing homology and the variation mappings with homology information 
about Z,F. 
The space ?, F can be shown to fibre over L: n St”+’ with fibre the transversal Milnor fibre 
F! and with monodromy the vertical monodromy Ai: H,( Ff) + H,( FI). Therefore the 
variation ladder relates the vertical monodromies with the Milnor monodromies. 
1.5. We apply these ideas in Section 7 to study the relation between the monodromy T, and 
the intersection form S on H,(F). 
As an example we show: 
which implies 
Ker(U, - 1)~ Ker(j,:H,(F) -H,(F,dF)) 
T, has eigenvalue I =t. S is degenerate. 
In the TX,. n. L, -example we get even the (0)-form. In rcfincments of this statement there enter 
also the vertical monodromies. 
In Section 8 we study the question: When is c?F a topological sphere? 
We show that a necessary and sufficient condition is: 
det Ai - I = f I for all i. 
det(T, - I) = f I. 
2. A GOOD REPRESENTATIVE 
In this section we want to construct a good representative of the Milnor fibration, which 
is also appropriate for an explicit description of the local systems of transversal singularities. 
2.1. In the following proposition we consider a representative f: X + S satisfying the 
Milnor conditions and supplied with tubular neighborhoods T, of the singular links 
L1 = 1, n 8X. We write 
and 
We denote by r,: T, -+ L, the projection on L,. For XE L, we define H, = ri-’ {x}. 
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PROPOSITION. The representative f: X -+ S can be chosen in such a way that: 
1’ For all x E Li the map F 1 If, : (H,, x) + (S, 0) is a representatice, satisfying the izf ilnor 
conditions for the transversal singularity at x E Li. 
2” For all branches of Z the map 
(ri, f): T, -, L, x Zi 
is a jibre bundle over Li x (xi - {O}). 
Proof: This is shown in great detail by Iomdin ([8]), we give a sketch of his arguments: 
Iomdin considers a linear form L such that LIE has an isolated zero at the origin. This 
implies that L 1 E: C --, C is a finite branched covering. He takes L(z) = zO, the first 
coordinate, and considers polydisc neighborhoods of the origin. The same construction is 
used several times by L2. 
Fig. I 
The transversal singularities appear as special singularities of the polar map C”” -+ C2. 
defined by (/; L). The distance function q = I: 1 q,(z) 12, where {q,} are the generators for the 
ideal I(X) is used to define the tubular neighborhoods of L,. 0 
2.2. We next consider the definition of the Milnor fibration. First there is the original 
Milnor construction: 
f -:s2”+1\/-l(O) +s’ 
l/l 
where the fibres are open manifolds. 
This point of view contains already from the beginning the extra information about the 
embedding: 
K =f-1(0)nS2n+1 c S2”+l 
A second construction starts with a closed ball E, which can also be chosen as a polydisc 
neighborhood of the origin (cf. [lo]). 
The fibration: 
f:E=f-‘(dD,)nB -+dD, 
has closed fibres. 
The interiors are homeomorphic to the above open Milnor fibres. But the closure of the 
original Milnor fibre in S2”+’ is different from f -l(t) n B. 
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2.3. We next consider 
Y= [/-‘(D,)nSB]u[f-‘(SD,)nB] 
glued alongf-‘(CD,,) n ?B. 
The proof of Milnor’s [ 133 Lemma 5.10 and Theorem 5.11 imply the following result: 
1’ The pairs (S2nc’,f-1(0)nS’“‘1 ) and ( Y, f - * (0) n Y) are homeomorphic 
2’ The fibrations: 
h: Y\f_‘(0) +S’ 
and 
f _:,*“+‘\j-‘(O) _, S’ 
Ifl 
are equivalent 
A good reference for this kind of statements is [I 1 J. 
2.4. We intend to identify the transversal Milnor fibres as subset of the closed Milnor fibre. 
For this purpose we start with a representative. satisfying the conditions of(2.1) and choose 
fl so small that for 1 tl = q: 
1 ’ F = / - ’ (t)n B is the Milnor fibre off: 
2” For all ICE Li: 
f:f-‘(D,)nH, +D q 
satisfies the Milnor conditions at x and 
F; =f-‘(t) n H, 
is a transversal Milnor fibre. 
3 ’ T,,:= f- ‘(D,)n T is homeomorphic to a tubular neighborhood of L in Y. 
2.5. From now on we no longer distinguish between Y and S’“+‘. We introduce the 
following notations: 
Ml = S2”+‘\fnr(Tq) 
M, = T, 
Ml, = c7Ml = dM,. which is homeomorphic to L x S*“-l 
which are related to the original Milnor construction, and also: 
E=/-‘(dD,)nB F =f-‘(t)nB 
dE =f-‘(dD,)ndB dF =f-I(r) 
2,E = 2EnT d2F =aFnT 
Z2Ei = L7En Ti d,F, = dFn T, 
8, E = dE\(Int T) d, F = dF\(lnt T) 
These are related to the second construction. We have the following fibre bundles: 
F-E F;----a,E, F;-a F 2 I 
I / 
SD, 
I ( 1. 0) 
ao, x L, 
Remark that S, E, and S, Fi consist of transversal Milnor fibres. 
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Especially S,E, contains information about the two monodromies Ai and Ti. 
The part ‘1r E behaves more or less the same as in the isolated case . E.g. 
j-1 ?,E:2,E -*SD, 
extends over D, as a trivial bundle ?, F x D, This implies that 
F 1 F u (?1 F x D,,) 
which we shall use in 3.7. 
3. VARIATIOS MAPPINGS 
The theory of variation mappings in the l-isolated case is a refinement of the isolated 
singularity case. For this reason we first repeat some of the well known facts about the 
isolated singularities. They can be found in the literature on several places. e.g. Milnor [ 133, 
Lamotke [9], Arnol’d-Gusein Zade-Varchenko [I]. Stevens [22]. 
From (3.6) we treat the l-isolated case. 
3.1. In the isolated singularity case there exists a geometric monodromy h : F -+ F such that 
h 1 ?F is the identity on r7F. 
Let 8, = h,: Hq( F) -, ff,( F) be the algebraic monodromy. The map 
T, - I : H,(F) + H,(F) factors over: 
VAR,:H,(F, ?F) + ff,(F) 
which is defined by 
VAR,[?s] = [T,.Y - x] 
There exist the commutative diagram: 
3.2. LEMMA. VAR,: H,(F, C7F) -+ H,(F) is an isomorphism i/y # 0,2n. 
P~OOJ Consider the exact sequence of the pair (St”‘*, F): 
. . . + H,, * (S ?“+I) ~ff,+,(Szn+l,F)~lf,(F) + H,(s’“+l) + . . . 
We have the following isomorphisms: 
H,+ * Gzn+‘. F) = If,,, (S*“+‘, Fu(?F x D,)) = 
= Hq+, (F x f,F x Sf uZF x I) 
= )I,+, ((F.SF)x(/,(?f))=H,(F,SF)@HH,(f,~f)~H,(F,SF). 
Moreover 
A:H4+,(S*“+‘, F) + H,(f) 
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can be identified with 
VAR,:H,(F,dF) -H,(F) 
So we have the following exact variation sequence 
VAR, 
. . . 4 H,+,(S 2n+l) 4l,(F,dF)---+ H,(F)41,(S2”+‘) -* . . . 
The lemma follows now from the fact that Aq(SZn+r )=Oforq#2n+ l.NB.IfqZZn+ 1 
the homology groups of F and (F, ZF) vanish. Cl 
3.3. Remark. We also know that F is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex of 
dimension s n. 
Moreover H,( F, a F) is Poincart-Lefschetz dual to H ‘“-Q(F). From this and the lemma it 
follows that I?,(F) = 0 if k # n. 
3.4, PROPOSITION. For isolated singularities one has 
Kerj, = Ker (V, - 1). 
ProoJ One can relate the variation mapping and j, to the Wang sequence of the 
fibration/: E + dD,. 
1, - I 




H,(F, dF)- avaR H,(F) 
3.5. Rrmurk. The intersection form S on H,(F) is via Poincare-duality [ ,] related to 
j, by 
S(x, Y) = Ci, x, vl. 
So: T has eigenvalue I OS is degenerate. 
An other related fact is that for n # 2: 
K is a topological sphere o det (T, - I) = + I. 
Because E L S2n+1 \K and by duality 
H,+,(E)=l?‘(K)=H,(K) 
H,(E) = tin(K) = H,_,(K) 
the Wang sequence in (3.4) tells: 
K is a homology sphere o det(T, - 1) = f 1. 
For the step from homology sphere to topological sphere we refer to Milnor [13]. 
3.6. We next consider the l-isolated case: 
In this case there exists a geometric monodromy h : F -, F such that h IS, F is the identity on 
8, F. Let again T, = h, : H,(F) + H,(F) be the algebraic monodromy. We define now two 
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variation mappings: 
VAR::H,(F,&F) -H,(F) 
VAR;l:H,(F, SF) + H,(F, d,F) 
which are related as follows: 
VAR: 
H,(F, ~,W----- H,(F) 
Ita dP1- 
HJF, dF)-----L, H, (F, 3, F) 
and we have the following compositions: 
il. 
8, - l:H,(F)- 
VAR’ 
H,K 8, F) -H,(F) 
T, - l:H,(F,dF)= H,(F, d,F)- “* H,( F, dF) 
T,- l:M,(F,a,F)~H,(F,SF)~H,(F,d*F) 
VAR’ 
8, - 1 :H,(F,d,F)- H,(F)- “* H,(F, d,F) 
3.7 LEMMA. VAR:: H,(F, d, F) + H,,(F) is an isomorphism ifq # 0,2n - 2,2n - 1,Zn. 
Proo/. Consider the exact sequence of the pair (M,, F): 
A . . . -*Hp+l(M,)-rH1+,(M,,F)- H,(F) -. H&M,) -, . . . 
NB. M, = S’“+l \ T,, and is defined in Section 2. 
We have the following isomorphisms: 
H,+,(M,,F) = H,+I(MI, Fu(d,F x D,)) 
= H,+,(F x I,F x dlu8,F x I) 
= H,+l((F,d,F) x (LW) 
= H,(F,8,F)@HH,(f,df) z H&F&F) 
H,(M,) = HJS’“+‘\L) 
Moreover 
can be identified with: 
A:H,+l(M,,F) -H,(F) 
VAR::H,(F,d,F) -)I H,(F) 
So we have the following exact first variation sequence 
. . . + H,+ I P ‘“+l\L) -+ H,(F,d,F)=H,(F) * Hq(S2”+‘\L) -+ . . . 
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According to the Alexander duality we have 
! 
0 if q<Zn-1 
~,(S~~“\~) z fp-@(Q = 
Z’ if q = 2n - I 
Z’-’ if q=Zn 
0 if q > 2n 
This is because L is the disjoint union of r circles; r being the number of irreducible 
components of E. If we substitute this in the first variation sequence the proof is complete. 
Cl 
1 
0 for O<Sk<n-1 
H,-,(F) for k=n-1 
H,(F) for k=n 
COROLLARY Hk(F,a,F)= 0 for n c k < 2n - 2 
Z’ for k = 2n - 2 
E r-1 for k = 2n - 1 
0 for k r 2n 
3.8. LEMMA. VAR:‘: H,(F, aF) + H,(F, a, F) is an isomorphism i/q # 0, 1.2.211. 
Prooj Consider the exact sequence of the triple (M,, F u hl,l, Ad,,): 
A . . . -+ &+,(Mir M,~)+H,+I(M,, FuM,2)- H,V’uW2. M,2)-+W,. M,2)+ . . . 
We have the following isomorphisms: 
Hq+,(M,rFuM,2)= H,+,(E,FuaE) 
= H,+,(F x I.F x JIvaF x I) 
= H,+,((F, aF) X (I, ar) = H,(F,~F)~ H,(I,~I) 2 H,(F, af-). 
HJM,, M,,) = HJS“‘+‘, M,) = Hq(S2*+‘, L) 
H,(Fu M,,, M,,) = HJF, d,F) 
Moreover 
A:Hq+,W1,FuM,d -,H,(FuM,z.M,d 
can be identified with: 
VAR;‘: HJF, aF) -* H,(F, a,F) 
So we have the second variation sequence: 
. . . -+Hq+,(S2n+1,L) +H,(F,aF)=H,(F,a,F) dHq(S2”+‘,L) --, . . . 
Since L is the disjoint union of r circles, we have: 
z r-1 if q=l 
H’ if q=2 
H&S 9 2”+1 L)= 0 if 1 c q 5 2n 
z if q = 2n + 1 
0 if q 2 2n + 2 
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If we substitute this in the second variation sequence the proof is complete, since for 
q 2 2n + 2 the homology groups of (F, SF) and (F, S,F) vanish. 0 
Z r-l if q=l 
E’ if q=2 
0 if ZSql;n-1 
COROLLARY tf, ( f, z2 F) = 
H,(F,dF) if q=n 
H,+l(F,SF) if q = n + 1 
0 if n+Z<q52n-1 
torsion if q=2n 
0 if q 2 2n + 1 
4. A DUALITY THEOREM 
For compact manifolds with boundary there exists Lefschetz duality, which is a conse- 
quence of Poincarl duality. For the pair (F, dF) Lefschetz duality states that the cap 
product with the fundamental cycle is an isomorphism: 
H’(F) -O -Hz.-r(F,dF) 
In this section we prove a duality theorem, relating (F. t3,F) and (F, d,F) 
As a reference for duality theory we use the book of Dold [73, chapter VII. See also the 
remark at the end of the paper of Samuelson [17]. 
4.1. Let F be a m-dimensional, oriented manifold with boundary SF. Let d, F c dF be 
a (m - I)-dimensional submanifold with boundary dd, F such that near da, F we have 
charts: 
F s [O,CQ) x W-’ 
dF 2 (0) x lx”-’ 
a, F s {O} x [O, co) x R”-z 
aa,Fz 101 x {oj x w-* 
We shall say d, F is admissible in this case. The complement dF\d, F is an open submanifold 
of aF. Its closure a,F is also admissible and dd,F = dd,F 
In order to use a general duality theorem (cf [7, VII $7,993) we first attach a collar along aF, 
i.e. 
M = F u (aF x [O, I)). 
We apply PoincarC duality on the pair (F, a, F), considered as submanifolds of M: 
is an isomorphism. 
H’(F, a,F) -‘” -H,-,(M\a,F, M\F) 
We pick corresponding orientation classes 0, and 0, in H, (M, M\F) z H,(F, aF). We 
next want to modify the right hand side of the Poincari duality to H,_,(F, a,F). 
4.2. THEOREM. [Duality] Let F be compact and oriented 
submanijold of aF, then 
-O,:H’(F, a,F) + H,_,(F, a,F) 
is an isomorphism. 
and a, F be an admissible 
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Proof: Let M, = F u (S, F x [0, E)) 
K, = S,F x 10,~) 
then we have the following isomorphisms 
H,-i(M\?,F, AI\F) s H,-i(itf2\S,F, Af,\F) z H,-d(F\S, Fp(S,F)‘“‘) z H,-i(Fy 32F) 
We have used strong excision of K, and a deformation retraction of M, to F. On the 
homotopy level there is no distinction between manifolds and their interiors. 3 
4.3 PROPOSITION. The following diagram is commurarice and all vertical rows are isomor- 
phisms. 
H’-‘(dF, d, F) ‘* -H’(F, SF) -H*(F,Z,F)- H’(ZF, d, F) ‘* -H’+‘(F, dF) 
f no,3 f no, f no, + “03, Lt no, 
t t . b 
Hm-,(a~F) -H,-,(F)- Hm-,(F, a,0 ‘* -Hm-i-l(a,F) -Hm-i-,(F) 
The proof is similar to DoId [7], proposition VIII. 9.1 and exercise VIII, 9.9.2. 
4.4. We next use that H,(F) = 0 for k # 0, n - 1. n and H,(F) is free. 
We deduce from the Poincarl-Lefschetz duality and the universal coefficient heorem that: 
H,_,(F,dF)z H”+‘(F)= H:(F)=0 
H,(F,dF) z H”(F) = H,/(F)@ H:_,(F) 
H,+,(F,dF)r H”-‘(F)= H,/_,(F)isfrcc! 
Hz,(F. dF) z Ho(F) = Hd(F) = B 
Hk(F,dF)=Ofork#n- l,n,n+ 1,2n. 
/:denotes free part, r: denotes torsion part 
NB. We used some of these facts already in our discussion about the VAR”-sequence. 
Since we also know with the first variation sequence that 
H,(F,Z,F)=O if k#O,n-l,n,2n-1.2n 
and H,,(F, d, F) is free, we find in a similar way by duality: 
H, (F, d,F) = H’-’ 
H,(F, d,F) = h’ 
H,(F,&F) = H,(F,d,F)@ H:_I(F,d,F) 
H.+,(F,d,F)= H,/_,(F,d,F)isfree 
Hz.(F, d,F) = 0 
H,(F, d,F) = 0 for other k. 
This is consistent with Corollary (3.8). 
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5. THE VARlATlON LADDER 
A lot of homological information about the singularity shall be contained in a big 
commutative diagram, which we call the variation ladder. 
Remember, that dim 1 = 1. We shall assume n 2 3 in order to avoid specialities in low 
dimensions. 
5.1. We first define a homomorphism 
as follows: 
VAR:“: H,(?F, S, F) + H,(d2F) 
Since there exist a geometric monodromy, which is the identity on &?,F there exist 
a variation mapping 
The first group can by excision be identified with H,(dF, d, F). 
LEMMA. VAR:“: H,(dF, S, F) + H,(d2F) is an &morphism ifq # 0, 1,2n - 2,2n- I,Zn 
Proofi Consider the exact sequence of the pair (M,,. d,F): 
. . . + H,+ I(M,~) --* Hq+l(M12, %F)LH,(a,F) -+ H&M,,) -+ I.. 
We have the following isomorphisms: 
H,+i(M,z,L72F) = II.+,(M,~+&Fu(J,F x D,)) 
= H,, , (&F X 1, d,F X al U dd,F X I) 
= ff,, ,w,F. aa,f-) X u. au) 
= H,(d,F,dd,F)~H,(I,df)~ H,(d,F,dd,F)= H,(dF,a,F) 
H,(M,z) = H&L x S’“-‘) 
Moreover: 
A:H,+,(M,zrdJ) -+(a$) 
can be identified with: 
VAR:“: H,(dF, d, F) -, H&F) 
So we have the following exact third oar&ion sequence 
. . . -, If,+,@ x S +l) -e H,(aF,a,F)=H,(a,F) -. H&L x S’“-‘) + . . . 
The lemma follows from the fact that H&L x S’“-‘) = 0 if q # 0,1,2n - 1.2n. Cl 
5.2 THEOREM. [The cariation ladder] The following commutative diagram has as columns 
the exacr sequences of the triple (F, aF, S, F) and the pair (F, d, F), The maps c are induced 
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by inclusion. The maps VAR are isomorphisms. 
0 1 0 
I I 
H,+ ,(F, SF) YARI’,H~+,(F,2ZF) 








H.( F. ?F) <=+ H,(F,?,F) 
0 1 0 
Itfillows from the duality results of section 4 that the rows are “opposite dual” to each other. 
The composition of +- and VAR is T, - I. 
5.3. The homology groups of J2 F play an important role in the variation ladder. They are 
related to the local system monodromies A,: F; --, F; in the following way: 
d, F is a disjoint union d, F = u d, F, concentrated near the components of X. Each 2, F, is 
fibered over the circle with trrdsversal Milnor fibre F;. 
The Wang sequence of this fibration is: 
A, - I 
0 -+ H,@,F,) + H,(F;)- H,(F;) + H,-,@,F,) -+O 
PROPOSITION. H,(d,F) = 6 Ker(A, - 1) 
i=l 
H,_,(d,F) z &Coker(A, - I) 
i=l 
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COROLLARY. H,(S,F) = Oe No cerrical monodromy Ai has an eigendue 1. 
REMARK 
H,(?,F) is always free 
H,_ I (S,F) can have torsion. 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Let 1 be an eigencalue of T, _ I : H, _ 1 (F) -+ H, _ 1 (F) then A is also 
eigencalue of some 
Ti:H,_,(Ff) +H,-,(Fi) 
especially one of rhe eigencafues, occurring in Coker (Ai - I). 
Proof. The proposition follows from the variation ladder and the above proposition. 
El 
Example. If the transversal type of the singularity is A, for all the branches then 
T, _ , can only have eigenvalue 1 if n is even, or eigenvalue 1 if n is odd. 
5.5. Summary. Variation ladder together with the information 
torsion parts of the homology groups: 
about free parts and 
O=H,+,(F.S,F),=T N +,(F) = 0 
I I 
z )I” - I = H,+,(F,ZF) ;zp Hn+, (f‘,?,f) = 8’“-’ 
I VAR!” t 
Z’ = M,(2F,S,F) 1 ff,V,F) 
1 VAR: 1 
Z”- = H,(F.S,F) c====? If,(F) 
I f 
p-1 @T= H,_,(F,S,F) 4zp H,-,(F) 
I 
-H,-, (F,?,F) =0 
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where 
p. = dim H,(F) 
F._~ = dimH,_I(F) 
LY = dim H.(?,F) = i dim ker (Ai - 1) 
i=l 
T, = torsion part of H,_ I (e2 F) 
T = torsion part of H,_ 1 (F) 
5.6 COROLLARY. If all certical monodromies hare only eigenralues i. # 1 then we have 
1” (j,)* is injectire (even bijectice over Cl) 
2” H,+I(F,ZF)=Oand H,-,(F)istorsion. 
Proo/: Use the variation ladder: 
0 
I 
0= H,+,(F.?F) GVAR” 
0 
I VAR,' 
If&F, ?,F) j- 
I 
or J. 




T2 = H,_,(dF,S,F) ,zj 
I VAR’ 
T= H,_,(F,d,F) I 
0 
If,(f) 
I I I: 1. 
H,( F, ??F) 
H,- 1 (Cl F) = T2 
H,-,(F) = T 
0 
6. THECASEN=2 
If n = 2 it is no longer true that the variation mappings in the variation ladder are 
always isomorphisms. We shall discuss this in detail and construct an adapted ladder, which 
can be used also in the case n = 2. 
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6.1. The three variation sequences are part of a bigger commutative diagram with exact 
rows and columns. This diagram consists horizontally of the exact homology sequences of 
and vertically of the exact homology sequences of 
v-f,. M,,) (M,. Fu M,,. F) 
04,. F) H,+,(M,) - H,+,(M,,F) 
(M,,FuM,,,ML2) H,.,(M,.M,,) -H,+,(M,.FuM,z) 
+ 
W,,. S,F) H,Wf,z) - H,(M,,.S,F) 
and (M ,2. S,F) 
and (F, S,F) 
4, (F. c:,F) 
(M,. M,,) 
- H,(F) - H,(M,) 
I I 





- H, - , (2, F) - H,-,(M,z) 
Identify in this diagram: 
H&Fu M,,, hf,,) = HJF. d,F) 
H,(IV,~, C7,F) = H,V-u M,,, F) 
Remember also the following formulas: 
H,+,(hf,. F) = H&F, c?,F)@ H,(I. (71) 
H,+,(M~.FuM,,)= H,(F,W)@H,(I,?1) 
H,(Fu M,,, F) = ll,(irF,iJ,F)@ H,(1,?/) 
These formula’s make it possible to identify A,, A2 and A, with VAR’, VAR” and VAR”‘. 
6.2. In the case n = 2 we get the following diagram: 
0 
VAR” 
0 - II,(F,SF) -d H,(F.t,f) - 0 
Ii II I 
0- y - H,“i”F, ‘z’ H”i”F) - i 
O- i’ - .,li”F) v; “i”’ - 1 
0 - H,(F,dF) ! H,(F.t’,F) - I’ - 0 
-L’-0 
’ I VAR H IF, - ! 0- H,(F.d,F’) : , 
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We shall replace the VAR-mappings by isomorphisms in the following way. Define: 
fi,@F, 2, f) = H,(SF, c7i F )/Z’ 
i&(F,&F)= H,(F,S,F)/Z’ 
fi,(F-. S,F) = Im(VAR:‘) 
fi,(S,F) = Im(VAR{“) 
We insert this in the original variation ladder. With these replacements we get again 
a variation ladder in which the adapted VAR-maps are isomorphisms. 
6.3. Also the Wang sequence has a slight anomaly in dimension n = 2 (fibre dimension 1). 
We treat Section 5.3 in that case. The Wang sequence is now: 
A,- I 
0 -+ HL(?,Fi) -, H,(F;)- H,(F’) -+ H,(S,F,) + H,(F;) --, 0 
PROPOSITION. fi,(i?,F) z & Coh(Ai - I) 
i= I 
Proof. Since F, is connected we have: 
H,(cT,F,) = Coker(A, - I)@Z 
So H,(d,F) = &Coker(A, - l)@H’ 
I- I 
The proposition follows from the fact that 
H,(c$F) = fi#,F)@Z’ cl 
6.4. Rrmark. The above proposition in important in order to include the case n = 2 in 
several applications of the variation ladder. 
As an example proposition 5.4 is also true if n = 2. This proposition relates the eigenvalues 
of ll,_, and Ti. 
6.5. Remark. In the next sections WC assume n 2 2. In certain cases the reader has to 
make some minor changes in order to include n = 2. 
We don’t distinguish everywhere between 
fii (8, F) and H, (a, F). 
Note ah that H,(F), H,(F), H,(F,ZF), H,(F,dF) are not involved in the adaptation 
process. 
7. RELATION BETWEEN THE MONODROMY AND THE INTERSECTION FORM 
7.1. In the isolated singularity case it is known [l33: 
S is degenerate o T has eigenvalue I. 
This follows from S(x, y) = [j*x. y] by Poincarl Duality and kerj, = Ker(T, - I). We 
discussed this already in Section 3. What happens in the case dimX = I? 
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So T, - 1 = VAR’oj,,; Kerj,, = Ker(T, - 1) and (j2)+ o(T, - 1) = VARffoi+ 
7.2. PROPOSITION. T has eigenoalue 1 Z. S is degenerate 
Prooj Ker( 8, - I) = Ker j,, t Ker j,. 
In the other direction we have the following two partial results: 
0 
PROPOSITION. If all vertical monodromies huw only eiycnrcduc~s A # I, then: 
8, has eigenrulue I o S is degenerute 
Proc$ ( j2)+ is injective and so Ker (T, - I) = Kerj, . 0 
7.3. PROPOSITION. 
S is non-deyenerute Ker( T, - I) = 0 
If,-,(F,Q)=O o Ker(A, - l)=O/or ull i. 
ProoJ “ t ” Form Ker (A, - 1) = 0 for all i it follows that: Ker j2+ = H,(?,F) = 0. 
Since also Ker (T, - I) = 0 it follows from 
(j,),o(a, - I) = VAR” 0 j, 
that Kerj, = 0. So S is non-degenerate. Since $ Coker(A, - 1) = H,_ 1 (d,F) is torsion 
this implies H,_ , (F; Q) = 0. ” * ” Since S is non-degenerate we have Kerj, = 0. This 
implies that Ker (T, - 1) = 0. So Im(T, - 1) has full rank in H,(F). Because 
(j2)+o(T, - I) = VAR”oj, 
it follows that Im( ‘IT, - I) n Kerj,, = 0. Combining these arguments we get 
Kerj,, = 0 
and this implies H,(d,F) = 0. 
From this we get Ker(A, - 1) = 0 for all i. 0 
7.4. Example. We consider the following homogeneous polynomial 
/= x2$ + y*x2 + i?x2 - Zxyz(x + y + 2) 
In P2 this defines a curve, which is known as Zariski’s example with 3 cusps. So/has 
a l-dimensional singular locus, consisting of 3 complex lines and transversal type A,. Since 
/is homogeneous of degree 4 it is known that Ai = Tt4 where T, is the monodromy of A,. 
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Since the eigenvalues of T, are q and q2. where q = e’““’ it follows that A, has eigenvalues 
q and 4’ 
As a corollary: 
Ker(A, - 1) = 0 
Coker(.-l, - 1) = Z, torsion 
and this implies that H,_ L (F) is torsion. 
The eigenvalues of U. : H,(F) + H,(F) can be deduced from [Zl]. If we apply the example 
in $4 of that paper to our situation. it follows that If. has eigenvalues r. r2 and r’ where 
r = e2ni.J. So especially Ker T, - 1 = 0. As a consequence S is non-degenerate. 
7.5. Remark. It seems to be quite difficult to construct explicit examples where H,_ 1 (F) 
has nontrivial torsion. Whenfis a homogeneous polynomial, such torsion may appear only in 
the case n = 2 and then it is related to the fundamental group 
G = It, (P\C) 
of the complement of the plane curve C:f = 0. 
Indeed, when C is irreducible, one has n, (F) = [G, G J. see for instance [ 143. So a first 
condition to have Tors H, (F) # 0 is that G is not abelian. Classical examples of curves 
satisfying this condition on G wcrc constructed by Zariski. namely: 
I. quartic curves with 3 cusps, when I G 1 = I2 (see Example 7.4). 
7 scxtic curves with 6 cusps situated on a conic. when G = H, * H, is infinite, see for _. 
instance [I43 for a more general construction. 
In case I it is easy to see that n, (F) = If,(F) = Z,; USC the fact that G/[G. G] 
= H,(P’\C) = Z,. In cast 2 one has n,(F) is the free group on two generators and 
H, (I;) = X2, hence trivial torsion. Similarly, all the generalizations of 2, due to M. Oka and 
A. Ncmcthi, see [ 141 lcad to trivial torsion for ff, (F). 
7.6. Exampk. Proposition (7.2) can be used to construct several examples with totally 
degencratc intcrscction forms. A. Dimca showed me lots of examples. wher: the geometric 
monodromy can be chosen homotopy equivalent to the identity. This implies that 
Ker( T, - 1) = Kerj, = H,(F). 
In case of homogeneous polynomials in x,y, z of degree N it follows from [6] or [213 that 
a necessary condition for T, - I is 
Qi = N2 - 3N + 3, 
where pi are the Milnor numbers of the transversal singularities. We list for low N the 
possibilities, which satisfy this necessary condition: 
N=2 f=xy(A,) transversal A, Hz(F) = 0 
N = 3 f = xyz(T,,m.a) transversal 3Ar T1 = 1 S = (0) 
f = xy2 + yz2 transversal A, Hz(F)=0 
N = 4 f = xy’ + yz’ transversal E, 
f = xzy2 + yz’ transversal A, @ A, 
f = x’y + yz’ transversal D, @ 3A, 
T,=l S=(O) 
f = yz(xy + z2) transversal A, @D, 
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f= xy(xy + r’) transversal A, @ ZA, 
/= (y’ + Zx)(axz + z2 + ay’) transversal A,, 
Examples of homogeneous ingularities with T = 1 are used in [A] in order to construct 
complex hypersurfaces which are homology P”‘s. 
8. IS aF A TOPOLOGlCAL SPHERE? 
In Milnor’s book Cl33 Section 8 is called: Is K a topological sphere? Remember K = 
f- ’ (0) n dB. For isolated singularities Milnor showed: 
K is a topological sphere S*“- l odet T, - 1 = + 1 
Since SF is diffeomorphic to K in this case, we have also 
dF is a topological sphere S*“- l edet T, - 1 = f 1 
In this section we study the l-isolated case. Since K is not smooth, we only study dF. The 
vertical monodromies play an important role in the final result. 
8.1 PROPOSITION. Let n > 2. The jdlowiny are equivalent: 




’ (6) The intersection fimn S on H,(F) has determinant + 1 
3 (~)det(A~-l)=fljoralli=l,...,r 
’ 1 (h) dct(T,- I)= f 1 
N B. For n = 2 replace (I) by: JF is a homology sphere. 
Proof. As in Milnor’s proof [ 131 $8 we want to replace (1) by 
(l’)H,_, (dF) = 0 
The crucial point is to show that dF is (n - 2)-connected. The next lemma shows that this is 
indeed the case: K, which is (n - 2)-connected and dF differ only cells in dimensions n and 
n + 1 (up to homotopy-equivalence). We also mention, that by Poincart duality 
j, isomorphism odet S = f 1 
(in case H, (F, SF) is free). 
First we show (1) * (2): 
Consider the exact sequence of (F, aF): 
O-,H,(dF)*H,(F) ‘= -H,(F,aF)-rH,_,(dF)~H,_,(F)-,O 
II II 
0 0 
So H._ I (F) = 0 and j, is an isomorphism. 
The case (2) =5 (1) follows immediately from: 
0 + H,(dF) -)I H,,(F) ‘* -H,(F,dF)-rH,_,(SF)-rO 
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Next we show (2) = (3). Consider the following diagram: 
0-H,(S,F)- H,(F) ‘** ------“(F, d,F)- H,_,(~~F)---+O 
4 b 
1. - I VAR” = 
N,(F)--1L,H,(F,dF) 
Since det S = f. 1 we have again thatj, is isomorphism. This implies that both T, - 1 and 
j2+ are isomorphisms. So we have already det (T, - I) = _+ 1. Note next that 
jZ, isomorphismeH,(d,F) = H,_,(d,F) = Oodet(A, - I) = f 1 
Finally we show (3) =z. (2): 
From det (Ai - 1) = f 1 it follows that 
So : H,_ I (F) = 0 (cf variation 
Next it is clear that j2+ is an 
morphism, this implies that j, 
H,(d,F) = H,_,(d,F) = 0 
ladder). 
8.2. LEMMA Lrt n 2 2 then 
isomorphism. Since we also know that T, - 1 is an iso- 
is an isomorphism too. cl 
we huve: 
a. 3F is (n - 2) connected 




Proofi We want to compare JF and K and shall show that K is homotopy equivalent o 
the union of dF and cells of dimensions n and n + 1. 
We use the notations (cf section 2): 
4?=/-‘(DJndB l?,=i?nT fiz.,=i?,nT, 
SF = f -’ (t) n dB 2,F = dFn T a2F, = dFn Tl 
K=/-‘(0)ndB K,=KnT K,,,=K,nT, 
(RLalr d2Fi, Kzvl) are fibre bundles over Li = X n S’“+’ with fibres (B;, F,‘, Z;) resp. trans- 
versal Milnor ball, Milnor fibre and zero fibre. 
From Milnor’s theorem for isolated singularities: 
B; = Z; u {n - cells} 
and so E,, , = d, Fi u (II - cells] u {(n + 1) - ceils} 
It follows that 
K & K’ 5 dF u {n - cells} u {(n + I) - cells) 
Since K is (n - Ztconnected ([ 13 3, Theorem 5.2) it follows that: 
n,(aF) = I[~(K) = 0 if k zz n - 2. 
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In homology we have: 
&+,(k.?F) = HL+, (k,, S,F) z H,(?,F) 
kt: 
Since H,(S2F) = 0 if k # n - l,n, the exact sequence of the pair (E, 
following non-vanishing terms: 
O’H,,i (~F)-+H,+,(k’)-+H,(S,F)-+H,,(3F) 
-,H,(K)~H,-,(S,F)-,H.-l(~F)~H._l(k:)-*O 
Use next. that: 
H,, , (SF) 2 Hn_2 (?F) = 0 by Poincart duality. 
F) only has the 
q 
8.3. Remark. R. Randell discussed in [ 151 the topology of K in the non-isolated case 
(n # 2). His Proposition (3.6) states in the l-isolated case: 
K is homotopy (homology) equivalent to S’“-’ oT, - 1 is an isomorphism for q= 
n - 1.n. 
After reading part of the manuscript of this paper R. Randell showed me the following: 
PROPOSITION. i)F is (I topological sphere ip and only i/ K is a homofopy sphere and 
det(A, - I) = f I. 
Pror>J ( 3) If SF is a topological sphere, then by Lemma 8.2: 
ff,+,(h’)=zH,(i),F)ifq=n,n- I, 
ff,_*(K)=O 
By (X.1) dct(Ai - I) = + I, so that H,(J2F) = 0 if q = n,n - I. Finally, by [IS, 3.53, 
H,(K) z 0 if q # 0,2n - I,n + l,n,n - 1. Thus H,(K) z H,(S’“-I). 
(0 By (8.2b) H,(d2F) 2 ff,(c?F) if q = n,n - I. Since dct(Ai - 1) = f 1, ff,(ZzF) 2 0 if 
q = n,n - 1. cl 
8.4. Remark. Let/be l-isolated with transversal type A,. According to Section 5, we 
have Ai = + 1. So in this case OF can never be a topological sphere. 
8.5. Rrmurk. Let/be l-isolated and moreover be homogeneous of degree N then C7F is 
never a homology sphere. 
To show this, consider the exact homology sequence from [21]: 
This sequence compares the homology of the Milnor fibre F with the homology of FN, the 
Milnor fibre of the function/, =f+ .sxN. This function is also homogeneous of degree N, 
but has an isolated singularity. 
In case of a homology sphere, we have that H, _ , (F) = 0. Moreover the monodromy 
actions commute with the sequence. The eigenvalues of T, on H,(FN) and of U’,” on 
H,( FN, F) are explicitly known, so we can compute exactly all the eigenvalues of 8, on 
H,(F). It follows next that it is not possible to satisfy the condition: det(T, - 1) = + 1. 
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9. COSCLCDINC REMARKS 
9.1. This paper contains a topological description of the vanishing cycles of I-isolated 
singularities. The principal object behind this paper is 0;. the sheaf of vanishing cycles, cf 
[S]. The stalk of this sheaf at a point is the reduced cohomology over 13 of the Milnor fibre 
of/at the point. 
Our paper works with homology and with coefficients in Z, and we are also interested in 
torsion, 
After the first version of this paper David Massey [IZ] pointed out to me the following 
observation: 
Let i denote the inclusion of 0 in X = f - ‘ (0) and let i let the inclusion of X - 0 into X, 
and let K’ denote @i(C), Then there always exists the following distinguished triangle: 
The associated stalk cohomology exact sequence at the origin becomes according to 
Massey: 
O-+H”-*((K~)O)-, &Ker(A, - I) + Ifn((QK’)O)-+ 
{==I 
-.H”((KJ,)-+&K~~(.~~ - t)-f~“+‘((i,i’K’O)-+O 
i-1 
where H’((K’),,) = ffL(F,a3). 
Since Hk (j,,‘K’),) can be idcntificd with Hk(F,d2F; C) this sequence is the cohomology 
scqucnce of he pair (F. c?,F) and is the cohomology version (over C) of the right hand side 
of the variation ladder 5.2, at least for n L 3. 
9.2. Other recent work in the direction of this paper was done by M. Saito [16] and D. 
Barlct [2,3]. They deal with Hodgc theoretical aspects. It should be interesting to find out 
the exact relation between the treatments. 
It seems to me that the following exact sequences are related to Barlet’s work. 
9.3. Let F’ = u F;. Consider the exact sequence of the triple (F, d, F, F’): 
O-+ H,+,(F,d,F)-, H,(d,F. F’)* H,(F, F’)+ 
-+H,(F,2,F)+H,_,(cT’,F,F’)-rH,-,(F,F’)+O. 
Remark that: 
H,+,(2zF,F’)=H,+,(F’xI,F’x (OjuF’x (l))~H*(F’)~H,(I,dl)zH,(F’) 
From this it follows that exact sequence reduces to: 
and it follows also that H,_ , (F, F’) = 0. 
By Poincare-duality and variation-isomorphism there holds: 
H,+,(F,?,F)z H./-,(F) 
H,(F, S,F) = H,(F)@ H:-,(F) 
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9.1. We get the following interesting sequence 
O-+H;_,(F)-,ff,_,(F’) w -H,(F,F’)+H,(F) @H:,_,(F)-+0 
where H’ “moves” a homology class in F’ around in the libre bundle 22F. 
Another related sequence is the homology sequence of the pair (F, F’): 
O-ff,(F)-+H,(F,F’) Aff,(F’)-H,_,(F)+0 
For the composition there holds: 
w 0 u(z) = 2 + [Sz x I] 
which shows the relation with the vertical monodromy. 
9.5. Barlet considers moreover the splitting of the (co)homolopy groups in generalized 
eigenspaces of the monodromy action. We consider analogous: 
H,(F,C)= $*ffI,(~.C)1= ff,(F,C)=,@ff,(F.@)., 
The monodromy action commutes with the mappings in the variation ladder. so for each 
eigcnvaluc i. there exists a corresponding ladder for this cigcnvaluc. By topological 
methods. rclatcd to this pupcr. one can show that all horizontal lcftarrows (induced by 
inclusion) arc isomorphisms on the cigcnvaluc # I part of the homology. 
COROLLARY. 7%~ mc~p 
j+:ff,(~,C),,~ff,(~,3~‘;C),, 
is un isomorphism i/und only ij‘fhe mup 
j~*:ff,(F,43),,~ff,(F,d,F;C),, 
is un isonwrphism. 
If the above mappings arc isomorphisms the variation ladder splits over C into three 
indepcndcnt pieces, corresponding with: 
Ii .+,(F,d,F;C),, 2 ff,V,F;C)., 
ff,(F;C),, z ff,(F,c7,F;C),, 
H,-,(?,F;C),, 2 If,-,(F;C),, 
Barlet calls this situation “no interaction” and the case that j, is not an isomorphism is 
called “interaction”. 
A‘,lin~l~/t,clyrmmrs--- When I studied isolated lint sinphritics (cf. [18]) around 1981, it was my student Corni Cox 
who starred IO develop variation mappings in connection with Picard-Lefschetz formulas. 
Although the study was not complctcly finished when hc lefr mathematics and never published. his idea kept me 
thinking about the sub~ecl. 
During rhr: years I discussed with several pcoplc. I especially thank Claude Sabbah and Jozef Stecnbnnk for their 
imerest. The latter told mc ahoul the related work of Rarlct (cf. Seclion 9). 
I pot hospitaltty from the I.11.E.S. in Rtircs sur Yvcttc and the Mathematical Institutes in Nancy. Warwick and 
Bucharest. 
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